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AL SYMP0SIUM 0 
1 LANGUAGES 
October 26~29,1.981. Amsterdam, The Netherlands 
Organized by the Mathematical Centte, under the auspices of Technical Committee 2 of the 
International Federation for Information Processing. 
The Algorithmic Languages Symposium is organized as a tribute to Professor A. 
van Wijngaarden on the occasion of his retirement from the Mathematical Centre. 
Professor van Wijngaarden has played an important role in the history of IFIP and, 
more specifically, in that of TC2. He is well known for his contributions in the area of 
programming language dt?sign (ALGOL 60, ALGOL 68, two-level grammars). 
Invited speakers 
J. Backus (IBM, Sign Jose, USA) 
J. Darlington (Imperial College of 
Science and Technlology, Londtwt, 
UK) 
P. Naur (University of 
Copenhagen, Denmark) 
J.C. Reynolds (Syracuse 
University, USA) 
W.M. Turski (University of 
Warsaw, Poland) 
H. Zemanek (IBM, Vienna, 
Austria) 
“Is computer science based on the 
wrong fundamental concept of 
‘program’? An extended concept” 
“Structured descriptions, of algorithm 
derivations” 
“Aad van Wijngaarden’s contributions 
tti ALGOL 60” 
“The Essence of ALGOL..” 
“ALGOL 68 revisited twelve years 
later” 
“The role of Professor van Wijngadrdcn 
in the early history of IFIP”’ 
o Furthermore, about twenty talks will be given on such diverse topics as: ‘*pro- 
gramming languages design, concurrency, exception handling, abstract data types, 
program correctness, etc.” 
o A participant’s, edition of the proceedings, published by the North-Holland 
Publishing Company, will be available at the conference 
on, social events, tee 
The symposium will be held at the ree University, 1oc~~G a.1 the outs 
city. 
0304-3975~$1/0000--0000/$02.50 @) North-Holland Publishing Company 
340 Announcement 
9 Social activities include a reception on the first evening and a boat trip through the 
canals of Amsterdam followed by a conference dinner. 
The conference fee is Dfl. 300.-, including lun&:s, proceedings, reception and. 
confercix~ce dinner. 
o The IfmaS program and loldging details will be available by June 1 . 1981. Local. 
accommodation will be handled by the Dutch Tourist 0ffice. This in’:ormation will, 
be endlosed in the final ‘program. 
by tele@~one: 
by writing to: 
020-5!1)2 41’76 or 592!4135 
Mathemakal Centre 
Kruislaan 4 P 3 
1098 SJ Amsterdam 
The Nethlxlands 
